Better Together

The Journey to DynaMed and Micromedex with Watson

MicroMedex is Launched
An early pioneer in distributing clinical drug information
Considered an industry standard for clinical decision support

DynaMed Acquired by EBSCO
The DynaMed Evidence-Based Methodology comes to EBSCO
A robust literature surveillance process is established
Strong content coverage across primary care

DynaMed Plus Launched
Evidence-based methodology expands across all of medicine, including 23 specialties
Addition of clinical recommendations
Inclusion of Micromedex DrugPoints
ACP begins collaboration on internal medicine topics
Insertion of JAMA Network Image collection
Native mobile app introduced

DynaMed Plus Expands
Content now covers 26 specialties
McMaster rating system added to underlying literature surveillance

New DynaMed Launched
Content expands to cover 28 specialties
Hospital medicine launched
"Approach To" topics expanded
Inclusion of Micromedex Drug Interaction Checker
Expert guidance launched with DynaMed
Enhanced personalization features are introduced
Single sign-on
SAM compatible
Classic DynaMed and DynaMed Plus are discontinued

Better Together: DynaMed and Micromedex with Watson Launched
DynaMed and Micromedex with Watson seamlessly combines the clinical expertise and extensive, curated disease content of DynaMed, with the depth and breadth of drug information, and the rich, accurate drug content of Micromedex, to provide users with evidence-based insights for optimal clinical decision making, which can help lead to improved patient outcomes.

www.dynamedex.com